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HI THERE!
THANKS FOR YOUR INTEREST

A little story about us...

Now, we are more committed than
ever to bring you the widest and most

We started back in September 2018

complete collection of jewelry and

with focus on providing premium

accessories, with the best quality you

accessories with high quality materials

can find for the price tag and warm

at an affordable price.

and friendly service—while also
maintaining our reputation as being

Our production soon expanded to

the trendsetter of jewelry and

include not just accessories, but also

accessories trend especially in the

jewelries, crowns, and many more with

wedding industry.

various techniques and styles.
We hope you enjoy our products as
Thanks to amazing support from our

much as we enjoyed creating them!

loyal clients and friends, we have since
grown to become one of Indonesia's
most prominent and largest jewelry
and accessories brands, with multiple
branches around Indonesia and
international portfolio as well.

"Making dreams come true,
one wedding at a time."
FOUNDER & CEO OF NOMA
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WHY US
OUR VALUES & WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

EMPHASIS ON QUALITY

FAIR PRICE

We take pride in our quality of materials &

We never inflate our price just because of brand

craftsmanships and we really go the extra mile to

name & marketing. We work so hard to streamline

make sure our products are the real deal—

and scale our operation so we can continue to offer

especially our crown and jewelry collections

the same affordable price for years with improved

which are well-known for their

quality, even when inflation is climbing steep.

real-diamond-and-gold-jewelry feel.
We want to be known as being premium due to
our quality, not just due to pricing or branding.

We guarantee that for the same price,
you will never get better—or even just the same—
quality elsewhere. It's not about being cheap or
expensive—it's about being WORTH IT.

TIMELESS TREND

IMPECCABLE SERVICE

We are proud to be the trendsetter of

Wedding planning itself is already too stressing enough, so

wedding jewelry and accessories in Indonesia.
It is in our heart and soul to always be
original, innovative & creative, so we can always
create something interesting and intriguing—

why add more stress by going through trials-and-errors?
Finding the right vendor can be as hard as finding Mr. Right.
That's why we are here to be your trusted & reliable friend.
To pamper you, we have over 2000 ready stock collection to
suit any style & personality, branches in major cities around

while keeping it timeless & everlasting at the

Indonesia so you can directly experience our products,

same time, as we want you to look back and still

and friendly team of stylists to help you find your perfect

love your decision even after years to come.

match! They'll even give you free hairdo & styling tips
when you visit us. Double yay!
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WHAT WE OFFER
DIFFERENT SERVICES FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

CATALOG

CAMPAIGN

READY STOCK COLLECTION

SEASONAL COLLECTION

Our classic collection which

Special collections and seasonal

includes timeless designs and

campaign & capsule collections

bestselling favorites.

with unique and trendy designs.

Available for rental and purchase.

Rental based on availability.

DIY

BESPOKE

DESIGN IT YOURSELF

CUSTOM SERVICE

Design your own accessories using

Want something extra? Let us

our extensive charms and materials

custom create your dream piece

supplies for a one-of-a-kind,

that is perfectly tailored for you.

truly personalized item.

Some items may not be available

Not available for rental.

for rental.
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PRODUCT CATEGORIES
DIFFERENT STYLES FOR ALL OCCASIONS

01
02
03
04
05
06

Crown & Hair Jewelry

Accessories

Chinese Accessories

Jewelry

Fleur by NOMA

925 by NOMA
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CROWN & HAIR JEWELRY
PERFECT SHINE AND SPARKLE

A WHOLE NEW LEVEL OF LUXURY

SUBCATEGORIES

Our crowns and hair jewelries are made using
the same materials as our jewelry—rhodium/18k
gold-plated settings and simulated diamond

Wedding Crown

stones that truly resemble real gold and
diamond jewelries. With a comfortable,
headache-free adjustable base that can fit any

Headband Crown

head shapes and sizes or hairdo styles, no matter
what you choose—extravagant wedding crown

Handmade Crown

or simple-yet-elegant headband crown—it's
always gonna be perfectly amazing.

Hair Jewelry

READY STOCK RENTAL

Wedding Crown IDR 3.3 mil - IDR 7.8 mil
Headband Crown IDR 1.5 mil - IDR 4.2 mil
Hair Jewelry IDR 180k - IDR 2.1 mil

$

CUSTOM DURATION
12 - 16 WEEKS

CUSTOM RENT
starts from
WEDDING CROWN IDR 8 mil
HEADBAND CROWN IDR 4 mil
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ACCESSORIES
LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES AND DESIGNS

PREMIUM DESIGN & MATERIALS

SUBCATEGORIES

Our accessories collection comprises of wide
selection of products, all made using high-end
materials such as freshwater pearls, cubic

Hairpiece

zirconia stones, and crystal beads.
Our premium accessories line is adorned with

Earpiece

NOMA & Co.'s Eternal Shine Charms & Lucrezia
Chain (18k gold-plated, simulated diamond)

Brooch

giving you an a, as we continue to bring you the
latest trend and innovation in accessories

Belt
Miscellaneous
(Fan, Mask, etc.)

designs and materials.

READY STOCK RENTAL

Hairpiece IDR 120k - IDR 3 mil
Earpiece IDR 570k - IDR 2 mil
POPULAR SEARCH TAGS
Porcelain Clay Flower | Pearl Headband | Metal Belt
Premium Collection with Jewelry Charms

CUSTOM DURATION
8 - 10 WEEKS

$
CUSTOM RENT starts from

IDR 3 mil
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CHINESE ACCESSORIES
YIN AND YANG OF TRADITION AND INNOVATION

TRADITION DONE RIGHT

SUBCATEGORIES

As the pioneer of traditional Chinese accessories
in Indonesia—ranging from the most simple
modern hairpins to the most lavish Qing Dynasty

Hairpiece

headdresses—we keep experimenting with
various techniques, materials, and styles to always

Fan

upgrade our collection, while still keeping in mind
the original tradition of Chinese culture.

Brooch

Our early breakthrough came when we
popularized Chinese fan for Sangjit and Teapay in

Headdress

Indonesia. Soon, everyone started to adopt the
trend. Sure enough, whatever we launched

Miscellaneous (Nail,
Face Cover, etc.)

afterwards became the hottest trend—from
Chinese brooch for groom, extravagant hairpiece
set, jade jewelries, nail armors, up to full body
adornments for qipao—inspiring everyone to
follow in our footsteps.

READY STOCK RENTAL

Hairpin IDR 500k - IDR 2.5 mil
Fan IDR 1.5 mil - IDR 3 mil

CUSTOM DURATION
8 - 10 WEEKS

Brooch IDR 500k - 1.5 mil
POPULAR SEARCH TAGS

For Red Qipao | Jade | Full Set Hairpiece |

$

Crane | Phoenix | Peacock

CUSTOM RENT starts from
HAIRPIN IDR 3 mil
FAN IDR 3.5 mil
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JEWELRY
SIMULATED DIAMOND, PEARL, AND JADE

YOUR NEW BEST FRIEND

SUBCATEGORIES
Earrings and Earcuffs

While people might say, "Diamonds are a girl's
bestfriend,"—we'd say, "This is your new
bestfriend." With perfectly polished, 18k goldplated settings and simulated diamonds,
everyone will instantly think they're real.

Necklace and Pendant

Combining passion and experience in high
jewelry, we always strive to make our jewelry

Bracelet and Bangle

collection look and feel as real as possible.
We also offer pearls (freshwater and sea) and

Ring and Band

jade of various grades to suit any preferences.

READY STOCK RENTAL
Brooch and Buckle

Small (Earrings, Ring, Pendant)
IDR 500k - IDR 2 mil
Medium (Bracelet, Bangle, Brooch)
IDR 1 mil - IDR 3.5 mil
Large (Necklace) IDR 1.5 mil - IDR 4.5 mil
POPULAR SEARCH TAGS

CUSTOM DURATION
12 - 16 WEEKS

Simple Stud Earrings | Long Earrings | Pearl Stud
Earrings | Earrings with Pearl | Clip Earrings |
Necklace with Pendant | No Pendant Choker

$
CUSTOM BUY starts from
SMALL IDR 2.5 mil
MEDIUM IDR 4.5 mil
LARGE IDR 6 mil
*not available for custom rent
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HAT, MILLINERY & VEIL
FINESSE AND ELEGANCE

FASHION AT ITS FINEST
Looking for something fashionable with an
upscale touch? Choose one of our hats, millinery
and fascinators, or birdcage veils that is sure to
make you feel like a mademoiselle—as inspired
by the fashion of the Royal Family and European
haute couture fashion house.

READY STOCK RENTAL

SELECTIONS
Wide Hat

Millinery &
Fascinator

Birdcage Veil

Millinery & Hat IDR 700k - IDR 2.5 mil
Veil IDR 500k - IDR 2 mil

Feather
Accessories

CUSTOM ORDER

Fabric
Accessories

Custom available by request.
Starting price and duration may vary due to
wide variability of the design and material.

Couture
Headpiece

Custom rent may not be available depending
on design and material.
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FLEUR by NOMA
INSPIRED BY NATURE'S BEST

FIRST AND ONLY IN INDONESIA
Using special techniques designed to bring the
beauty of flowers to life in exquisite accessories
pieces, we present #FleurbyNOMA—an alluring

MATERIALS
Cold Clay

trend that keeps everyone intrigued, guessing
what it really is, yet enchanted and captivated at

Liquid Resin

the same time by this sublime beauty inspired
Shrink Paper

by nature.

READY STOCK PRICE

Buy IDR 800k - IDR 7 mil
*Rental is based on availability

Somebana Silk
Colored Glass

ORDERING INFORMATION

We recommend to order a custom piece to
suit your wedding theme and concept.
Due to its highly specific design and fragile
nature, custom is not available for rental.

$
CUSTOM BUY starts from

Please order at least 3 months before as it is
fully handmade and requires a long time and
effort to complete.

IDR 5 mil
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NINE TWO FIVE by NOMA
ARTISANAL HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY

TALE AS OLD AS TIME,
TREND AS NEW AS NOW
A socially-conscious line aimed to preserve local
artisan villages with long history and heritage
dating back to old kingdoms era. Here, the art of
metal-smithing using both sheet and wire forms
of metal are brought to life with various

MATERIAL
925 Sterling Silver

Copper & Brass

techniques including filigree, forging, etching,
stamping, carving, welding, and many more.
Combining century-old local craftsmanship skills
with modern design and technology,
#925byNOMA focuses on the beauty and
intricacy of 925 Sterling Silver, while giving you
alternatives in the form of copper and brass.

FINISHING
Raw

Polished

Gold & Silver Plated

READY STOCK RENTAL

925 Sterling Silver IDR 1 mil - IDR 5 mil
Copper & Brass IDR 500k - IDR 5 mil

CUSTOM DURATION
12 - 16 WEEKS

$
CUSTOM RENT starts from

IDR 4 mil
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CAVA x NOMA
THE BEST THING THAT'S EVER HAPPENED TO SHOES

NOT SURE SHOES ARE THAT
IMPORTANT? ASK CINDERELLA
Cinderella is proof that a new pair of shoes can
change your life. Now that you have found your
Prince Charming, let us help you find the perfect
shoes to walk in.
Ever since our first collaboration, the demand

HOW TO ORDER
Browse our catalog
for references
Choose the shoes
base you like

just keeps increasing! That's why we keep on
innovating together to launch the latest trends
of shoes. Together with Cava Prive and NOMA,
no shoes request is impossible!

READY STOCK CATALOG
WATCH VIDEO

Have your feet
measured
Discuss the
accessories design
Let us do the
magic

CUSTOM DURATION
10 - 12 WEEKS

$
CUSTOM BUY starts from
IDR 3.5 mil
*not inclusive of shoes
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BODY ACCESSORIES
LITERALLY "DRESS TO IMPRESS"

IT'S NOT A DRESS, IT'S ART
Our body accessories are a great way to add that

POSSIBILITIES

something extra to your dress, be it wedding
gown, qipao, or evening gown. It can truly
elevate a dress and can turn a simple, basic dress

Shoulder

into something totally different.
Choose between just a selected area or go all in

Waist (Side)

with our custom design full body accessories.
Waist (Full)

RECOMMENDED VENDORS

We are open to working with any vendor of
your choice, but if you need any suggestion,

Full Torso

Full Body

here are some:
@alethea_id - Jakarta
@meltatan - Jakarta & Bali
@niken.ayuthia - Jakarta
@stellalunardy - Jakarta
@sherlysuwindracouture - Medan

$
CUSTOM BUY starts from

Do include us as early as possible in the
conversation as it will really help to shape the
visualization and planning of the design.

Section IDR 4.5 mil
Full IDR 7.5 mil
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FLORAL ART COUTURE
FLORAL ARRANGEMENT LIKE NEVER BEFORE

FOR THE LOVE OF FLOWERS
Fresh flowers have always been something close
to our heart and we believe there is not a girl
who does not appreciate the beauty of a fresh
bouquet. That's why we decided, why not have

POSSIBILITIES
Floral Fan

some fun with it and take it to another level?
By using our accessories as the supporting

Floral Hairpiece

frame for creative floral design, we can create
something truly unique and one-of-kind.

Floral Crown

RECOMMENDED VENDORS

Floral Earrings

We are open to working with any vendor of
your choice, but if you need any suggestion,

Floral Tattoo

here are some:
Agora Creation (@agoracreation)
Erich Decoration (@erich.decoration)
Pallava Flowers (@pallava.flowers)

Do include us as early as possible in the

$
CUSTOM RENT starts from

conversation as it will really help to shape the
visualization and planning of the design.

IDR 3 mil
*not inclusive of flowers
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HOW TO ORDER
WE'RE ALWAYS HAPPY TO HELP

For your convenience, you can directly shop our products at our
website. Or you can get a personal shopper service by contacting us
through our Official Whatsapp. We also have physical stores if you want
to try on our products before deciding.

SHOWROOM
11am - 9pm Tuesday - Sunday *by appointment

WHATSAPP
10am - 8pm Monday - Sunday

ONLINE STORE
24/7 https://noma.id
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CUSTOM PROCESS
CREATE YOUR PERFECT PIECE

CONSULTATION & QUOTATION
Consultation with designer by Whatsapp or appointment
at our showroom to let us know more about the design
and details of your dream accessories. Afterwards, we will
provide a price quotation (estimation of price range).

DESIGN & REVISION
Design delivery to client (file output depends on the
product) within 1 (one) month after down payment.
Only 1 (one) time minor revision is allowed. Minor revision
does not include total change of the design or change of
type of product/ product category.

PRODUCTION
After design is approved and finalized, we will proceed to
production, which will take about 6-12 weeks depending
on the design, product category, and complexity/ difficulty
of the product.

FINAL PAYMENT & DELIVERY
After production is finished, we will calculate the final
price and send an invoice. After payment, item is ready to
be picked up or shipped.
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DIY PROCESS
PERSONALIZED TO YOUR TASTE

01

CHOOSE THE PRODUCT BASE
HAIRPIECE, EARPIECE, BELT/BROOCH, FAN, SHOES

Decide on the item that you would like to create.
We have plenty of selections across different
product categories that you can choose.

02

CHOOSE THE CHARMS PACKAGE
ALA CARTE OR COMBO

Choose from various combo packages (fixed
price for selected charms) or let you imagination
run free with ala carte (pay per charm).

03

DESIGN IT YOURSELF!
UNLEASH YOUR CREATIVITY

Enjoy yourself and create a design that is truly
YOU. Then leave it to us to turn it into a readyto-wear, high quality accessories.

COMING SOON - DEC 2021
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DIY OPTIONS
DETAILS THAT YOU CAN PERSONALIZE

PRODUCT BASE

DECORATION

PLATING

HAIRPIECE

ETERNAL SHINE
CHARM & CHAIN

RHODIUM
(WHITE GOLD)

EARPIECE

LUCREZIA CHAIN
& STONE

18k YELLOW
GOLD

BROOCH

PURITY PEARL

18k ROSE GOLD

BELT

CHINESE CHARM

CHINESE GOLD

FAN

METAL CHARM &
CHAIN

SILVER

SHOES (BY CAVA
PRIVE)

MOTHER OF
PEARL CHARM

DOFF GOLD

JADE STONE &
CHARM

DOFF SILVER

TASSEL
FRESHWATER
PEARL
CRYSTAL BEADS
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*Some plating options
may not be available for
certain charms

FAQ

01
02
03
04

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

HOW CAN I BOOK FOR RENTAL?
- Website: visit our website at https://rent.noma.id/ to check the
product selection and item's availability on our rental calendar
- WhatsApp: send us the item(s) and the event date via chat
- Showroom: visit our stores and let our staff help you book

HOW LONG IS THE RENTAL PERIOD?
Rental is per one event (not exceeding one weekend).
For events on weekends (Friday-Sunday), rental period is from
Wednesday to Tuesday. For events on weekdays (MondayThursday), rental period is from Saturday to Friday.

WHAT ARE THE DELIVERY & RETURN OPTIONS?
For rental in Jakarta, items are to be picked up at our showroom
(online transportation is allowed). For rental outside Jakarta,
items are to be shipped via TIKI ONS and must be returned via
TIKI ONS as well. Insurance is compulsory for outside Jakarta.

CAN I USE IT FOR MAKE UP TRIAL?
After booking, item(s) can be borrowed for make up trial or dress
fitting for 1 (one) day maximum 1 (one) time provided it is on
weekdays and item(s) is available (not out for rental). Please note
that we cannot guarantee availability for trial and it is not
possible to book the item(s) beforehand for trial.
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LOCATIONS
*DIFFERENT LOCATIONS MAY HAVE DIFFERENT COLLECTIONS
*NOT ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS

01
02
03
04

JAKARTA (MAIN)
Ready Stock | Special Collection | DIY | Custom
Pluit Karang Indah I No. 48
Penjaringan, Jakarta 14450
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

MEDAN
at Sherly Suwindra Couture
Kompleks Cemara Asri. Jalan Rajawali No. 28J
Percut Sei Tuan. Deli Serdang. Sumatera Utara 20371
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

SEMARANG
at Ave Bridal and Boutique
Jalan Jangli Raya No. 36, Jatingaleh
Candisari, Kota Semarang, Jawa Tengah 50254
BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

COMING SOON
Bandung - late 2021
Bali - mid 2022
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LET'S CONNECT
GET IN TOUCH

@NOMA.PRIVE

HTTPS://NOMA.ID

@NOMA_ID

CONTACT@NOMA.ID

NOMA.PRIVE

+62 8 222 333 0048

CLICK THE ICON TO SEND US A MESSAGE
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GALLERY
WEDDING & FASHION COLLECTION
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GALLERY
CHINESE COLLECTION
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GALLERY
SPECIAL COLLECTION
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GALLERY
PACKAGING
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THANK YOU
and ALL
THE BEST
MUCH LOVE,

NOMA

